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Train widely used Chinese characters, words and phrases efficiently in a fun and effective way. Train
in four different modes, each optimized for different learning goals: • 1. Train in YOUR OWN

DICTIONARY: train in your own dictionary, complete with visual feedback on correct usage • 2.
Training MEMORY VERSION: train in a random draw from the dictionary, or on your own

training/practice lists and listen to native teachers doing the same • 3. Swipe Right to 4. Swipe Right
AGAIN to view the next character or prompt • 4. Swipe Left to go back to previous character/prompt

Do you wish to train Chinese characters? Train words? Train vocabulary? Learn a phrase? Train
listening? Train speaking? Train reading? Train character recognition? Train pronunciation? You name
it! Yes, it can! FEATURES: • Easily teach yourself a variety of Chinese characters, words and phrases
in a fun and effective way • Train in FOUR training modes, including custom dictionaries • Learn in

your language (and all over the web), so you can train on your computer, or on the go • Get
feedback on correct usage in each mode as you go • Listen to native teachers doing the same •

Record your own pronunciation, so you can replay/practice • Perfect the pronunciation of characters
right up to the point where the character is 100% native to your native language • Build your

personal dictionary that fits your learning goals and which you can edit yourself • Choose your
learning tool: Traditional, Simplified, Pinyin or Hong Kong • Watch the sun rise, grow old, go to school
and then go to bed • Wide range of voiceover characters (male and female) • Move easily between

different character/word/phrase modes (eg: character recognition, reading, pronunciation) • Log your
progress in each mode • Train over 100,000 different characters and words • Listen to a wide variety

of dialogues, narratives, songs, music, stories, tutorials and jokes in language you're learning, and
respond with a character or word pronunciation • Categorize characters into a wide range of

different categories • Join a community • Track your progress • Train offline • Export/import your
personal dictionary • Get notified when there’s new content available to train • Enjoy a wide range of

beautiful and highly detailed illustrations of characters and phrases. • Learn Chinese offline with
trainch
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* Supports both Microsoft and Linux desktop computers * Learn and practice in four modes: Reading,
Writing, Listening, and Speaking * Ability to train in either English or Chinese mode * Ability to

choose the language you are learning (Chinese or English) * Ability to choose the mode of training:
Reading: Choose any of six translation apps - Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to
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English Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English Writing: Choose any of six
translation apps - Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English

Chinese to English Listening: Choice of six audiobook apps - Chinese to English Chinese to English
Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English Speaking: Choose any of six pronunciation

apps - Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English Chinese to English
Features: * More than 200 learning aids (chinese sentences, words, phrases, and idioms) in the

Reading and Listening mode, more than 400 in the Writing mode, and more than 500 in the
Speaking mode * Acquire image recognition capability to allow you to be able to read and listen to a
presentation for any topic, choose to listen to only the audio, or read the text simultaneously * Audio
capability to practice pronunciation in English or Chinese * Ability to practice pronunciation in any of

five ways: * In conjunction with words/phrases selected for the Reading or Listening mode * In
conjunction with words/phrases selected for the Writing mode * In conjunction with words/phrases

selected for the Speaking mode * In isolation - choose any of 50+ audio pronunciations in English or
Chinese * Search capability to be able to find any word you know for study purposes, or select any

word/phrase from any of eight categories (Chinese literature, scientific, biographies, idioms, famous
sayings, famous words, words used in popular media, words for quizzes) for study purposes * Self-
assessment capability to analyze your learning and provide feedback, as well as access to training
videos on how to use trainchinese.com * Ability to use the web to reach any of 40+ online learning
resources, including: * Chinese Vocabulary Lists by Dr. William Dew, Professor Emeritus, Harvard
University * Chinese Grammar Lists by Professor Teh-Ming Hsieh, Harvard University * Listening
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Train thoroughly in each of four distinct training modes, so that by the time you've learned it, you've
really learned it! Use trainchinese Desktop to pick from over 100,000 flashcards for your classes.
Save time picking and sorting flashcards. Thousands of teachers have used flashcard programs to
train their students. Now, it's your turn. Trainchinese Desktop is free, it's simple, and it's yours to do
as you like! Thanks for visiting the trainchinese blog. Please leave us a comment if you've
encountered any bugs, or have any suggestions for improvement. A: Yeah the trainchinese website
looks interesting. I've used the program myself to help train my students in Chinese, which is one of
the reasons why I don't see why somebody would want to make a flash card site that would compete
with that kind of a program. Apart from that the site looks interesting. // Copyright (c) Microsoft
Corporation. All rights reserved. // Licensed under the MIT License. See License.txt in the project root
for license information. #if DNXCORE50 using System; using System.Threading; using
System.Threading.Tasks; using Microsoft.OData.Edm; namespace
Microsoft.DataTransfer.UnitTests.Utility { public static class TaskExtensions { private static Task
_completedTask; public static Task Completed { get { if (_completedTask == null) { var t =
Task.Delay(TimeSpan.FromSeconds(2)); _completedTask = t; }

What's New in the Trainchinese Desktop?

------------------------------------------------------------- Train efficiently and effectively in four distinct training
modes: - Traditional Reading and Writing Mode - Classic Book Mode - Flashcards Mode - Total
Practice Mode (with human-to-computer translation) With no time limit, you can learn things quickly
or leisurely. Practice in a variety of environments: - traditional classroom - at home - on the go Train
instantly on 1,400+ popular Chinese books. Our trainchinese Desktop allows you to learn Chinese in
four distinct ways: - traditional reading and writing - classic book - flashcard - total practice For
example, you can learn statistics in: - traditional classroom - at home - on the go These 4 modes also
allow you to train at your own pace and on the go. *Create and save decks to practice on any laptop
or desktop. *Use custom flashcard decks and quizzes to make the most of your time. *Instantly show
and replay full-screen quizzes. *Get instant rankings and reports to track your progress. *Learn new
words easily with a pronunciation dictionary. *Pin top scoring words to the desktop for offline
learning. *Push, pull and automatically sync your progress via the cloud. What's New ------------
*Corrected some bugs. *French language support is now enabled. This update is completely free for
all users. You should automatically get an e-mail notice that your update is ready for download. If
you do not get one, please go to the trainchinese website and click on the “Check for update” button
on the right side of the window. This software is a free download from our website: If you have any
issues updating it, contact us: This site does not store any files on its server.We only index and link
to content provided by other sites. All models are 18 years of age or older. For 2257 related inquiries
please contact each gallery site owner individually. We do not produce pornographic content
ourselves. Reproduction of our site design, as well as part or totality of our links is prohibited. Abuse
Webmasters / Site Owners / CuratorsIf you find copyrighted content anywhere on the site, please let
us know:If you find a broken link - please let us know!54]^
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit systems) Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit systems) Processor: Intel®
Core™ i3, Intel® Core™ i5 or Intel® Core™ i7 Intel® Core™ i3, Intel® Core™ i5 or Intel® Core™ i7
RAM: 4GB 4GB Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 Nvidia GTX 660 HDD: 64GB 64GB DirectX: Version 11
Version 11 Web Browser:
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